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Motivation

Objective

Challenges

Data in many domains are in the form of data series.
Several data series collections in the order of multi-TBs.

Perform complex analytics
(clustering, classification, frequent
patterns, outliers, …) on:

1. Sequential search is very expensive [2].
2. All current indexes support queries of
the same length (including CMRI [3]).
3. Value of a normalized point depends
on the length of the subsequence.

• massive collections of data series
• series of varying length
• non-normalized and normalized
series

non-normalized

normalized
(first 35 points)

All these analysis techniques rely on
(subsequence) similarity search [1].

Series Range Representation

iSAX Representation

Problem

Range Envelope is a representation
composed by two PAA words:
min and max of the PAA of the
contiguous subsequences in the
original series.

Reduce high dimensionality of
data series using iSAX [4]

Construct a data series index
that can answer queries of
varying length l (lmin ≤ l ≤ lmax).
Index should work for:
• large series collections
• short/long series
• non-normalized/normalized
series
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ULiSSe_mindist can be used with non-normalized
and normalized series.
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Clustering Factor σ = 20 contiguos series

ULiSSe_mindist(QPAA,U) ≤ ED(Q,S) ,
∀ S such that |S| = l ∧ S ∈ U.

Experimental Evaluation
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Given a query series Q of length l (lmin ≤ l ≤ lmax)
and a Range Envelope representation U:

Dataset contains 100M (96GB) series of length 256. Min query size: 96 pts. - Max query size 256 pts.
Query answering
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We introduce ULiSSe_mindist, a new measure
that lower bounds the Euclidean distance
between two data series.

ROOT NODE
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Each Range Envelope is inserted in the index
according to the iSAX_min representation,
and eventually iSAX_max gets updated.
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ULiSSe provides fast index building/query answering times, and gracefully scales to large datasets!

http://dino.mi.parisdescartes.fr/
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Lower Bounding the Distance

Each Range Envelope is stored using the iSAX representation:
• PAA_min => iSAX_min
• PAA_max => iSAX_min

Sequential 96 - 256
Scan query [160]

PAA_max: -0.992|1.29|1.47|0.379|-0.505
PAA_min: -1.08|-0.457|1.39|- 0.499|-0.505
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Clustering Factor determines the
number of contiguous series (of
different lengths) included in the
envelope.

ULiSSe Index
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